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For more than 75 years, M.I. Hummel(r) figurines have captured the hearts of collectors the world

over. This dynamic Field Guide to M.I. Hummel(r) encapsulates the entire history of the line in the

most compact guide on the market.You ll find: 800 color photos of M.I. Hummel(r)

figurinesCondensed line listings with expert pricing for your convenienceReading and understanding

trademarksBuying and selling advice Original 46 introduced in 1935History of Maria Innocentia

Hummel and how her drawings launched this beloved line"
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The product pricing is too general for the value of Hummels. They givethe same price on items

whether they are 50 years old or justtwo or three. I would suggest the "Miller price guide toM.I.

Hummel" figurines for accurate pricing.

Many of the Hummels listed were given a very broad price range...Since TMK 1 through TMK 7 of

the same humme is of a different value I would like to see each TMK mark valued individually....not

lumped in one category (example) Hum 175 Mothers Darling TMK 1-7 $145.00 - $480.00 That does

not tell me the value of a TMK 4 or a TMK 5 This book is too generalized...I would never buy this

book again nor would I recommend it to my friends....



I am very happy with this purchase. The guide book is in excellent condition and arrived much

quicker than I thought it would. It contains all the information I was seeking to learn about Hummel

collecting like what a TMK is and how to recognize the different ones, and the history of Berta

Hummel. Very interesting and informative.

This Guide has many pictures of figurines although photos of detailed areas are lacking. Finding

individual figurines can be somewhat complicated. Needed information is here, but may take some

searching to find it.

We have a considerable collection of Hummel Figurines and Plates which we have gatheredfrom

Germany, Switzerland, Austria, England, Bahamas, and South Florida.We ordered this Warman's

M.J. Hummel Field Guide from  since we needed a practicalsource of information and price guide

for our Hummels and for a reference for purchases.Since our collection began in 1972 and ran thru

to date, we needed a reference book todetermine the current value. This Field Guide is convenient

to carry around while shoppingand evaluating possible purchases.

helpful in catoluging collection.great info on size variations. pricing in different years or trademars is

helpful for insurance pourposes orjusr for a copletew inventory

For a collector, this is one of the best books on the market. It has alot of history and useful info in it

as well as pricing.

As an avid Hummel collector I was looking forward to a book with lots of pricing information and

detailed descriptions of each figurine. This book is quite small size-wise. The colored pictures are

lovely. But aside from the first few items there are no descriptions and minimal pricing. You can do

better elsewhere.
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